In the book, *Booked*, what video game does Nick play online with his friend? 
FIFA (on Xbox) (p. 2)

In the book, *Booked*, who is Nick’s best friend? 
Coby (p. 2)

In the book, *Booked*, what is Nick’s Dad’s profession? 
Professor (of linguistics) (p. 4)

In the book, *Booked*, what kind of book is *Weird and Wonderful Words*? 
Dictionary (p. 4)

In the book, *Booked*, what word did Nick intentionally misspell in a spelling bee in elementary school? 
Heifer (p. 5)

In the book, *Booked*, what does Nick’s mom do as a profession? 
Trains horses (p. 8)
In the book, *Booked*, what card game does Nick play with Coby on the way to school?
Blackjack (p. 10)

In the book, *Booked*, what is the name of Nick’s English teacher?
Ms. Hardwick (p. 14)

In the book, *Booked*, what phrase did Ms. Hardwick ask Nick to define but he misunderstood because he was daydreaming?
“Nip something in the bud” OR “Nip it in the bud” (pp. 15, 17)

In the book, *Booked*, in what book is Nick asked by Ms. Hardwick to find an example of a malapropism?
*(The Adventures of) Huckleberry Finn* (p. 18)

In the book, *Booked*, what word is defined as “the amusing and ludicrous misuse of a word, especially by confusion with one of a similar sound?”
Malapropism (p. 18)

In the book, *Booked*, what two-hour class does Nick take with April?
Ballroom dance and etiquette (p. 21)

In the book, *Booked*, what is the name of the teacher who runs the ballroom dancing and etiquette class that Nick attends?
Miss Quattlebaum (p. 21)
In the book, *Booked*, what pact do Nick and Coby have which they vow to do before ninth grade?
Have a girlfriend (p. 24)

In the book, *Booked*, why are Nick and Coby on different travel soccer clubs?
Nick made the A team and Coby made the B team (p. 25)

In the book, *Booked*, in what country was Coby born?
Singapore (p. 27)

In the book, *Booked*, what are the first names of the Eggleston twins?
Dean and Don (p. 38)

In the book, *Booked*, what specific thing did the Eggleston twins do to get kicked out of the soccer league?
Biting their opponents (p. 38)

In the book, *Booked*, what school did the Eggleston twins attend last year because of fighting?
Alternative Behavior Center (p. 39)
In the book, *Booked*, what is the name of Nick’s school?
Langston Hughes Middle School of the Arts (p. 39)

In the book, *Booked*, what is the name of the school librarian?
Mr. MacDonald (p. 42)
In the book, *Booked*, what insect does Mr. MacDonald like? 
Dragonfly (p. 45)

In the book, *Booked*, what was Mr. MacDonald's job before he became a school librarian? 
Rap producer (p. 46)

In the book, *Booked*, what book is Nick’s English class reading after *Huckleberry Finn*? 
*Tuck Everlasting* (p. 48)

In the book, *Booked*, what is the name of the girl who beat Nick in the elementary school spelling bee and who is the teacher’s pet? 
Winnifred (p. 49)

In the book, *Booked*, what does Ms. Hardwick do after Nick shares the two malapropisms he found in *Huckleberry Finn*? 
Runs into the hallway laughing OR laughs (p. 52)

In the book, *Booked*, to what state is Nick’s mother moving to train horses? 
Kentucky (p. 57)

In the book, *Booked*, before Nick’s mother leaves for Kentucky the first time, what news do Nick’s mother and father give him that breaks his heart? 
They are separating (p. 58)
In the book, *Booked*, how many minutes is a futsal game?
Forty minutes (p. 64)

In the book, *Booked*, Coby gives Nick two bars of chocolate to give to April. From what country is the chocolate?
Ghana (p. 88)

In the book, *Booked*, besides soccer, what is Nick’s other favorite sport?
Football (p. 89)

In the book, *Booked*, according to Nick’s father, about how many words does the average person know?
12,000 (p. 93)

In the book, *Booked*, what kind of dance does Nick do with April in Miss Quattlebaum’s class?
The waltz (p. 97)

In the book, *Booked*, what was Coby’s punishment for fighting the Eggleston twins?
(two days) suspension from school (p. 107)

In the book, *Booked*, what word does Nick make an acrostic from and then Ms. Hardwick asks the class to define?
Limerence (pp. 114, 118)
In the book, *Booked*, what is the name of April’s best friend?
Charlene (p. 126)

In the book, *Booked*, Nick tells April that Quattlebaum is what kind of name?
Portmanteau (p. 131)

In the book, *Booked*, what two words make up Mrs. Quattlebaum’s name?
Fruit and tree (p. 131)

In the book, *Booked*, what does the word *farrow* mean?
Litter of pigs (p. 132)

In the book, *Booked*, what happens to Nick’s bike as he is going home from the community center?
Dean and Don steal it (p. 137)

In the book, *Booked*, after Nick’s bike is stolen, what does he say that has his parents worried?
That he wishes he was dead (p. 141)

In the book, *Booked*, where do Nick and his parents go instead of the soccer tournament in New York?
To see a psychologist OR to the Center for Relational Recovery (p. 155)
In the book, *Booked*, what phrase does Nick’s mother say when she is mad?
“Sugar balls” (p. 157)

In the book, *Booked*, who is Mr. MacDonald’s lady friend?
Ms. Hardwick (p. 166)

In the book, *Booked*, who is Nick’s co-captain of his soccer team?
Pernell (p. 177)

In the book, *Booked*, at the soccer game against Coby’s team, who kicks Nick’s ankle while going for the ball?
Coby (p. 190)

In the book, *Booked*, how many organs are in the human body?
78 (p. 196)

In the book, *Booked*, after having his appendix removed, why does Nick need to stay in the hospital?
Elevated white blood count OR to avoid infection (p. 198)

In the book, *Booked*, after having his appendix removed, how many weeks does the doctor recommend before Nick can play soccer again?
Three weeks (p. 199)
In the book, *Booked*, when Nick is in the hospital, what new rule about reading does Nick’s dad make?
Five minutes of TV for each page of a book read (p. 204)

In the book, *Booked*, according to Nick’s father, what is like amusement parks for readers?
Books (p. 205)

In the book, *Booked*, what does “booked” mean in soccer?
To get a yellow or red card or be thrown out of the game (p. 209)

In the book, *Booked*, in addition to a book, what did Ms. Hardwick bring to Nick while he was in the hospital?
April (p. 218)
In the book, *Booked*, what did April bring to Nick while he was in the hospital?
A get-well card (signed by the whole class) (p. 218)

In the book, *Booked*, while he is in the hospital, what X word does Nick share with April?
Xu (p. 219)

In the book, *Booked*, what does Mr. MacDonald bring to Nick while he is in the hospital?
Fried chicken OR KFC (p. 225)
In the book, *Booked*, what was the name of Mr. MacDonald’s car? Lucky (p. 226)

In the book, *Booked*, what does Mr. MacDonald do for two hours while visiting Nick in the hospital? Read out loud (*All the Broken Pieces*) (p. 230)

In the book, *Booked*, what numerical score did Nick give to the book, *All the Broken Pieces*? 8.6 (p. 232)

In the book, *Booked*, when Nick’s parents came to take him home from the hospital, what letter of the alphabet was Nick reading in his father’s dictionary? Y (p. 235)


In the book, *Booked*, in order for April to come over, Nick’s mother gives him four chores. Name two of the chores. Clean the refrigerator, clean his bathroom, clean his room, and organize the closet (p. 245)
In the book, *Booked*, what snack does Nick’s mother serve to the book club when they visit after his surgery?
Cookies and tea (p. 248)

*Peace, Locomotion* (p. 251)

In the book, *Booked*, what kind of novel is *Peace, Locomotion*?
Epistolary novel (p. 251)

In the book, *Booked*, in what format is an epistolary novel written?
In letters (p. 251)

In the book, *Booked*, what does the word *callipygous* mean?
Having a beautiful backside (p. 258)

In the book, *Booked*, what grade in school did Nick skip?
Second grade (p. 259)

In the book, *Booked*, what is Nick doing in the stable with April that causes him to fall down?
Putting the saddle on a horse (p. 260)
In the book, *Booked*, what is Nick’s favorite kind of macaroni and cheese?
Lobster mac and cheese (p. 265)

In the book, *Booked*, what news does Nick’s father share before his mother leaves to go back to Kentucky after Nick has recovered from his surgery?
They are getting divorced (p. 266)

In the book, *Booked*, on her way to the airport, Nick’s mom makes him promise four things. Name two of them.
Call or text her every day
Eat healthier
Quit cutting his nail in the living room
Keep his grades up
(p. 269)

In the book, *Booked*, who is Nick’s psychologist’s favorite rapper?
Fresh Prince (p. 271)

In the book, *Booked*, who is Nick’s favorite rapper?
Tupac (p. 275)

In the book, *Booked*, what is the name of Mr. MacDonald’s dragonfly box?
Freedom (p. 281)
In the book, *Booked*, what does Nick give to Mr. MacDonald for his birthday?  
A book (p. 281)

In the book, *Booked*, in his first soccer game after getting his appendix removed, how many goals does Nick score?  
Two (p. 285)

In the book, *Booked*, which student created a slideshow tribute for Ms. Hardwick?  
Winnifred (p. 288)

In the book, *Booked*, what kind of restaurant do Nick and his father go to after Nick finished reading his dad’s dictionary?  
Sports restaurant OR wings restaurant (p. 293)

In the book, *Booked*, what was the name of the bully Nick’s father dealt with in Sunday school?  
Skinny (p. 295)

In the book, *Booked*, what did Mr. MacDonald name his new car?  
Blue Moon River (p. 300)

In the book, *Booked*, why is Mr. MacDonald leaving?  
To follow Ms. Hardwick (p. 301)
In the book, *Booked*, what is the title of the book Mr. MacDonald gives to Nick before he leaves?
*Rhyme Schemer* (p. 302)

In the book, *Booked*, in addition to a book, what else does Mr. MacDonald give to Nick before he leaves?
The dragonfly box (p. 302)

In the book, *Booked*, at April’s pool party, where does Dean Eggleston end up after trying to fight with Nick?
In the pool (p. 308)

In the book, *Booked*, at April’s pool party, as Don Eggleston advances to fight with Nick, what book does Nick notice on the table?
*The Heroes of Olympus* (p. 310)